Financial Peace of Mind, Releasing Money Blocks & Healing YOUR Relationship with Money

This powerful group healing session combines two group healing sessions and is comprised of over forty healing and enlightenment transmissions for achieving financial peace of mind, releasing money blocks and healing your relationship with money. In May of 2014, I created a new program called 21 Days to Financial Peace of Mind and it was such a powerful experience that I wanted to share it with people in my group healing sessions. Earlier I had offered a group healing session for releasing money blocks and healing your relationship with money.

I decided that there was enough overlap between the two areas that it would be a lot more powerful to combine them. It is impossible to be at peace with money or heal your relationship with money if you have blocks around money, wealth, abundance, prosperity and success.

This group healing session IS NOT conducted on the telephone or Internet. I know many healers like to do this but my personal experience has been that when empaths like myself participate in a telephone group healing session, we often take on stuff from the other participants. I usually have to an hour or more clearing myself after I participate in one of these sessions. Instead, I am asking the Creator to transmit these group healing sessions from me to you via distant healing which I feel is safer energetically and more pristine.

Financial Peace of Mind Transmissions

**Transmission 1:** Clearing, Healing and Releasing Blocks to Financial Peace of Mind and All Misaligned Financial Stuff You Created When You were Not At Peace with Money. Will also Help You to Clear Out any Self Sabotage, Resistance or Blocks You May Have Around Your Ability to Heal YOUR Relationship with Money.

**Transmission 2:** Clearing Financial Stress, Fear, Anxiety, Tension and Worry and Any Sleep Conditions and Back/Neck Aches & Pains and the Seeds, Causes and Origins of These Conditions from Not Only This Life But Also Past Lives, Parallel Lives and Future Ones.

**Transmission 3:** Clearing Your Genetics, Family of Origin Imprinting, Early Childhood Experiences and the Money Stories You Have Bought Into Energetically Around Money, Working, Abundance, Prosperity and Success

**Transmission 4:** Clearing Lack and Scarcity Consciousness and All Negative Beliefs from Mass Consciousness/Collective Unconscious. We will Also Clear Vows of Poverty and Religious Programming Around Money.
Transmission 5: Clearing Negative Self Talk and Anything You Have Thought, Felt, Said or Done that Repels Money Away from YOU.

Transmission 6: Clearing Negative Beliefs Around Money, Working, Abundance, Prosperity and Success. Identify How You Define Money or What Money Really Means to You and Clear Out the Bad Stuff. Some examples would include things like Money is Bad, Money is Unspiritual, Money Doesn’t Grow on Trees, I Can’t Afford It, You Have to Work Hard to Succeed, I Am Middle Class/Poor and Always Will Be, etc.

Transmission 7: Clearing Emotional Triggers and Charges Around Money, Working, Abundance, Prosperity and Success. Identify What You Really FEEL About Money and Clear Out the Bad Stuff. Some Examples Would Include Any Anger, Fear, Tension or Worry You Feel when You Think About Debt, Paying Your Bills, Saving for Retirement, etc.

Transmission 8: Clearing the Money Fears. This Includes Things Like Fear of Failure, Fear of Success, Fear of Change, Fear of Making Lots of Money, Fear of Losing Money, Fear that If You Make Money, No One Will Love You for Yourself, Fear the Universe is Out to Get You etc.

Transmission 9: Clearing Money Anger, Rage and Resentment. We Will Explore and Clear Out Any Anger, Rage, Resentment You May Have Around Money, Credit Card Debt, Your Job, the Economy, Working, Wealthy People, Abundance, Prosperity and Success. Also Will Clear Anger Toward Yourself for What You Have Created Financially.

Transmission 10: Taming YOUR Money Monsters. Clearing Over Spending and Financial Self Sabotage, Clutter, Confusion, Denial, Disorders, Escapism, Overwhelm, Chaos, etc.

Transmission 11: Clearing the Poor Me Syndrome: Stop Complaining and Wallowing in Financial Pity, Neediness, Drama, Victim Consciousness Unworthiness, Undeserving, Punishing Yourself.

Transmission 12: Clear, Heal and Release ALL Inner Conflict (especially in the subconscious mind), Personality Stuff, Energetic Cross Purposes, Energetic Resistance and Negative Ego Programming that Block Your Ability to Heal Your Relationship with Money and to Be at Peace with Money.

Transmission 13: Clearing, Healing and Releasing Your Financial Past History Energetically So You Can Begin with a Fresh Start. Clearing Bad Financial Choices, Decisions, Habits and Intentions You have Made Up Until Now. Forgiving Yourself, Others and Spirit so You Can Move Forward.'

Transmission 15: Opening to Receive: Clearing, Healing and Releasing Anything and Everything that Blocks, Limits or Restricts Your Ability, Capability and Capacity to Receive ALL of the Money, Wealth, Abundance, Prosperity and Success that the Universe Has for You NOW!


Transmission 17: Take Responsibility for YOUR Money and Personal Finances and Stop Blaming, Complaining and Giving Your Power Away to Others or Circumstances

Transmission 18: Shifting to Prosperity Consciousness: Energetic Support to Help YOU to Focus More on What YOU Have and What is Working in YOUR Life Rather than Focusing on What is Missing and Lacking In YOUR Life. This Module Also Provides Energetic Support for Increasing Your Capacity for Gratitude and a Positive Mental Attitude.

Transmission 19: Making the Most of TO...Energetic Support to Help You to Manage Your Time, Focus and Attention So You Can Become More Effective and Get More Done.

Transmission 20: Become More Intuitive, Stop Procrastinating, Stop Hiding and Take Inspired Action Each Day. Also Will Provide Energetic Support to Help You to Expect the Best, Seize the Opportunities All Around You and Be in the Right Place at the Right Time with the Right People Doing the Right Things.

Transmission 21: Becoming a Money Magnet: Clearing, Healing and Releasing Anything and Everything that Blocks, Limits or Restricts Your Ability, Capability and Capacity to Receive, Magnetize and Attract Your Highest Good, Money, Wealth, Abundance, Prosperity and Success!

Releasing Money Blocks and Healing YOUR Relationship with Money Transmissions

Transmission 1: Healing Your Relationship with Money so that You Can Have More of It.

Transmission 2: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Financial Adversity, Lack and Scarcity Consciousness as well as ALL Associated Thoughts/Beliefs, Feelings/Emotions, Attitudes, Tendencies, Genetic Predispositions, Memories, Self Talk, Patterns, Programs and Influences.
Transmission 3: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Financial Adversity, Lack and Scarcity Consciousness from the Moment of Conception to You in the NOW.


Transmission 5: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Financial Fear, Stress, Anxiety and Trauma as well as ALL Associated Thoughts/Beliefs, Feelings/Emotions, Attitudes, Tendencies, Genetic Predispositions, Memories, Self Talk, Patterns, Programs and Influences.


Transmission 8: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Financial Adversity, Lack and Scarcity Consciousness from Your Cellular Memory, Genetics and the Genetic/Past Life Archives.

Transmission 9: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Feeling Undeserving, Unworthy or Incapable of Being Wealthy, Abundant, Prosperous and Successful.

Transmission 10: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Fear, Blocks and Self Sabotage Around Being Open to Receive YOUR Highest Good.

Transmission 11: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Negative, Dysfunctional and Toxic Beliefs, Judgments, Attitudes and Self Talk Around Money, Abundance, Prosperity and Success that Originate from Family-of-Origin programming, mass consciousness and religious organizations.

Transmission 12: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving the Seeds, Causes, Origins and Roots of Financial Adversity, Lack and Scarcity Consciousness Including ALL Associated Patterns, Programs, Feelings, Thoughts, Attitudes, Behaviors, Influences, etc. Across Time, Space, Dimensions, Angles, Vectors and Directions.

Transmission 13: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Money Blocks Associated with and Originating from Complaining, Worrying, Blaming, Guilting, Financial Neediness, Obsessing about Money and Any Other Behavior that Repels Money Away from Us.
Transmission 14: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Money Blocks Associated With and Originating from Thinking or Feeling that Money is NOT Spiritual and that Money is the Source or Root of All Evil.

Transmission 1: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Money Blocks Associated With and Originating from Thinking or Feeling that Money is Dirty, Filthy and Unclean.

Transmission 16: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Money Blocks Associated With and Originating from Thinking or Feeling that You Have to Work Hard to Become Abundant, Prosperous and Successful.

Transmission 17: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Emotional Spending, Overspending and Excessive Spending to Satisfy Unmet and Unfulfilled Emotional Needs.

Transmission 18: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Negative Self Talk and Random Inner Dialog around Money, Abundance, Work, Prosperity and Success.

Transmission 19: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Repressed Anger, Rage, Resentment and Judgments Around Money, Abundance, Prosperity and Success and around Wealthy People.

Transmission 20: Clearing, Transmuting, Healing, Releasing and Dissolving Energetically Buying Into the Mass Consciousness Belief that There is Not Enough Money, Wealth, Abundance, Prosperity and Success for Everyone.

Transmission 21: Energies from the Creator to help us to deepen and integrate the healings received.